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SUMMARY Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) plays a crucial
role in IoT development. With the extensive use of RFID, the fact that a
single RFID tag integrates multiple applications has become a mainstream.
To facilitate users to use the multi-application RFID tag and revoke some
applications in the tag securely and efficiently, a secure RFID application
revocation scheme is proposed in this paper. In the scheme, each response
for the challenge between tag and reader is different, and a group has the
feature of many tags. Even if the group index number and corresponding
group are revealed, a specific tag does not be precisely found and tracked.
Users are anonymous completely. The scheme also allows users to set the
validity period for an application or some applications. If the application
contains the validity period and expires, the server will remove the validity
period and revoke the application automatically in the tag when the RFID
tag accesses server again. The proposed scheme cannot only be used in
multi-application RFID tag but also be used in one-application RFID tag.
Furthermore, compared with other existing schemes, the scheme provides a
higher level of security and has an advantage of performance. Our scheme
has the ability of mutual authentication and Anti-replay by adding a ran-
dom number r2, and it is easy to against synchronization attack. Security
proof is given in our paper and performance advantage are mainly reflected
in the following points such as forward security, synchronization, storage
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complexity, computational complexity, etc. Finally, the proposed scheme
can be used in multi-application RFID tag to promote the development of
the IoT.
key words: RFID, authentication, revocation, security, IoT

1. Introduction

IoT [1] is a large network which consists of various infor-
mation sensing devices and the Internet. RFID, as an au-
tomatic identification and data capture technology, RFID
has been one of the core technologies in IoT and it is also
listed as one of the ten most significant technologies in
the 21st century [2]. Compared with the traditional two-
dimensional codes, bar codes, magnetic cards and IC cards,
RFID has many advantages such as having no contact with
other something, remote reading, long life and easy opera-
tion, etc.

With the extensive use of RFID technology, many
security and privacy issues frequently appear. To solve
this problem, scholars have proposed many different RFID
security authentication schemes such as Hash-lock proto-
col [3], random Hash-lock protocol [4], Hash-chain proto-
col [5], lightweight and ultralightweight RFID mutual au-
thentication protocol [6], the change of ID protocol based on
hash algorithm [7], David’s digital library protocol [8], dis-
tributed challenge-response authentication protocol [9] and
LD authentication protocol [10], etc. However, neither do
these schemes achieve a high level of security to resist a
variety of attacks, nor do these protocols take into account
the efficiency. More mature encryption algorithms and au-
thentication mechanisms are not well applied directly to
RFID system because of the limitation of low-cost RFID
tag. Therefore, considering the advantages of simple and
fast Hash function, research on RFID security authentication
scheme based on Hash function has become a hot research
field in recent years.

Because of the wide use of RFID technology, the
fact that a single RFID tag integrates multiple applica-
tions has become a main stream. This way can fa-
cilitate users to use the multi-application RFID tag and
revoke some applications in the tag securely and effi-
ciently. For example, in the campus, a card can be
used for school shopping, dining, medical services, ac-
cess control, and borrowing books from the library, etc.
If a particular application is no longer used, the applica-
tion will be revoked timely in the corresponding server.
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However, there are few researches on the revocable prob-
lem in the RFID secure authentication scheme and re-
cently only revocable RFID security authentication pro-
tocol, called RSEL [11], involves the issue. Although
there are some novel protocols proposed in recent years
in the campus example application deletion, but most of
them are functional innovation, so it is easy to ignore
the security issues. Our proposed scheme not only can
easily revoke tag applications, but also ensure absolute
security.

To overcome the computational complexity and revo-
cable issue, the novel scheme [12] was proposed which pre-
serves privacy of a biometric user. The presented scheme
is a cost-effective solution. Besides, the scheme minimizes
the system complexity with simple operations. The last
but not least, the security in the scheme is unsatisfactory.
A new revocable secret handshake scheme [13] with back-
ward unlinkability is presented that allow the members of
a certain organization can anonymously authenticate each
other. Besides, scheme achieves the impersonator resistance
against Group Authority (GA). The revocation is obtained in
the new scheme, as well as the unlinkability and the trace-
ability. Moreover, the anonymity of revoked members is
improved so that the past transcripts of revoked members
remain private, i.e. Even this, it is vulnerable to synchro-
nization attacks and the scalability is bad. In group signa-
ture schemes, a signature is anonymous for a verifier, while
only a designated Privacy Manager (PM) can identify the
signer. This identification is used for tracing a dishonest
anonymous signer in case of an illegal act using the signa-
ture. T Nakanishi and N Funabiki proposed a short anony-
mously revocable group signature scheme [14] to resist vi-
olating signers’ anonymity, the membership of the dishon-
est signer can be anonymously revoked for excluding the
signer without the help of any PM. Compared to the simple
adoption of the Brickell-Li DDH-based revoking approach
to supersingular curves, the length of our signature is re-
duced to about from 30% to 60%. Modern power systems
have been faced with a rising appeal for the upgrade to a
highly intelligent generation of electricity networks known
as the smart grid. Thus, security for the smart grid has
emerged as an important issue. Recently, Hur proposed an
attribute based data sharing for smart grid [15] which un-
fortunately is vulnerable to the denial of service (DoS) at-
tack. This system maintains basic service to support mon-
itoring, but during an emergency, visits to the service will
scale up enormously, which means MDSE must support a
rapid scaling up of service capacity in a short time [16].
Moreover, it does not support the user revocation property
and the grid system manager cannot prevent the revoked
user of having access to the shared data in the storage cen-
ter. In order to solve these weaknesses, an efficient revocable
data sharing scheme [17] which is immune against DoS at-
tack was proposed. However, computational complexity is
not very ideal, so it is not reasonable to apply in low perfor-
mance system. Recently there is a new performance evalu-
ation scheme, it is not just a single evaluation from quality

of service, but from QoE. Quality-of-Experience (QoE) is a
new concept related to but differs from Quality-of-Service
(QoS) perception. QoE is a subjective measure of a cus-
tomer’s experiences with a service focuses on the entire ser-
vice experience, and is a more holistic evaluation [18], [19].

The main idea of RSEL protocol is that the value of va-
lidity period of each tag is stored in the back-end data man-
agement system, then setting an appropriate value of valid-
ity period of tag and the corresponding list of tag identity,
and only when the validity period of the tag ends, the tag
application is considered to be revoked. But the scheme is
only used in one-application RFID tag, and provides a cer-
tain degree of anonymity. Therefore, a strong anonymous,
low-complexity, and revocable RFID secure authentication
scheme which facilitates users to use the multi-application
RFID tag and revokes some applications in the tag securely
and efficiently is urgently desired.

In this paper, we propose a secure RFID application
revocation scheme. The scheme adopts the hash function
and a random number to generate the corresponding mod-
ule through using a typical challenge-response mechanism.
The proposed scheme which reduces storage complexity
and provides a higher level of security, in the meantime en-
sures less computational complexity in tag and communi-
cation complexity of the entire protocol. Furthermore, this
scheme which has wide development prospect not only can
be used in multi-application RFID tag, but also be used in
one-application RFID tag.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. 2, some related works are provided. In Sect. 3, the se-
curity achievements of the secure RFID application revoca-
tion scheme are provided. In Sect. 4, the secure RFID appli-
cation revocation scheme is proposed. Security Proof with
BAN logic is provided in Sect. 5. The analysis and evalua-
tion of the secure RFID application revocation scheme are
given in Sect. 6. Finally, concluding remarks are provided.

2. Related Works

In this section, RSEL authentication protocol will be
discussed. Firstly, it is assumed that there are many
RFID system tags, each tag integrates m applica-
tions. RSEL protocol is divided into two sub-processes:
the initialization process and the mutual authentica-
tion process. The entire protocol authentication pro-
cess is also considered to be a tag legitimate identity
authentication because of the RSEL protocol used in one-
application RFID tag.

2.1 Initialization Process

In RSEL protocol, all entities will firstly complete the mem-
ory initialization. It is assumed that output length of hash
operation is L.

Tags: each tag stores (IDi,Ki), Ki = H(IDi), Ki repre-
sents the private key of the i-th tag, and IDi represents the
i-th tag identity.
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Severs: Server will create the corresponding tag
record (Know

i ,K
old
i , IDi,Vi)for each tag, Know

i is initialized
to H(IDi), Kold

i is initialized to empty. Ki of server-side and
tag-side will perform the appropriate update operation after
the each session ends successfully.

The explanations of symbols are as follows:
Vi: validity period of the i-th tag application, called the

maximum lifetime.
r1,r2,T: random number and timestamp are generated

separately by the reader and the tag.
IDS group: group index of tag.
Know

i, j : for the application j, use of private key of i-th tag
in the current session.

Kold
i, j : for the application j, use of private key of i-th tag

in the last successful session.
E: a status bit string of length L which is appointed by

legitimate tag and server. When E equals str1, the applica-
tion is only certified. When E equals str2, the application is
revoked.

2.2 Mutual Authentication Process

The authentication process of RSEL protocol is shown in
Fig. 1.

1) The reader generates a timestamp r1 and sends the
query and r1 to the tag. The system initiates a new
authentication session.

2) After the tag receives the query and r1, it generates a
timestamp r2 and calculates H(IDi||r1||r2||Ki). Then the
tag sends r2, Ki and H(IDi||r1||r2||Ki) to the reader to
response to the query.

3) After the reader receives the information from the tag,
it sends r1, r2, Ki and H(IDi||r1||r2||Ki)to the sever.

4) The sever searches whether Ki = Kold
i or Ki =

Know
i . If any equation is equal and r2 ≤ Vi,

the sever calculates H′(IDi||r1||r2||Ki) using the cor-
responding IDi and judge whether H′(IDi||r1||r2||Ki)
equals H(IDi||r1||r2||Ki). If these two values are equal,
the authentication is successful, and the database con-
siders that the tag is legal.
If Ki cannot be found, sever considers that tag is not
legal. If Ki = Kold

i or Ki = Know
i , and r2 > Vi, the

sever ignores this message, and it considers that the tag
is expired. Then the sever deletes the corresponding
tag records to revoke the application in the tag. If Ki =

Kold
i or Ki = Know

i , and r2 < Vi, but H′(IDi||r1||r2||Ki)
is not equal to H(IDi||r1||r2||Ki), the sever ignores this
message, and it considers that the tag is not legal.

5) Sever calculates H(IDi||r2) and sends it to the tag

Fig. 1 The RSEL authentication protocol

through the reader.
6) According to the IDi stored and the r2 generated, tag

calculates H′(IDi||r2) and then compares the resulting
value with the value received. When these two val-
ues are equal, the tag determines legitimate identity of
sever and updates the value of Ki according to the for-
mula: Ki ← H(IDi||r1). Otherwise, the tag ignores this
message, and it considers that the process of authenti-
cation session fails

3. The Security Achievements of the RFID Secure Ap-
plication Revocation Scheme

1) The scheme which ensures the truth of identity infor-
mation of communicating parties uses mutual authen-
tication way to achieve authentication between tag and
server.

2) This scheme uses Hash function or private key sepa-
rately to achieve hash or encryption processing of in-
formation transmission in the authentication process.
Even if attackers gain these data through eavesdrop-
ping or intercepting, they cannot get any useful infor-
mation. Therefore, the scheme improves the confiden-
tiality.

3) Each response for the challenge between tag and reader
is different, so attackers are not capable of successfully
tracking a specific tag. Furthermore, even if attackers
get the group index number and corresponding group,
they cannot precisely find a specific tag. This scheme
achieves the tag anonymity.

4) The attacker cannot obtain private information of legit-
imate tag and the current state flag information which
is appointed secretly by legal tag and server. Therefore,
they cannot construct correct message authentication
information to counterfeit a legitimate tag to achieve
the server legitimate authentication. Similarly attackers
cannot construct the value of correct message authenti-
cation information to counterfeit a legitimate server to
achieve the tag legitimate authentication.

5) The fact that information exchange in the course of
each session are function values of random numbers
and these random numbers will independently generate
guarantees that the interactive data has no direct rela-
tion with the previous data. Therefore, attackers can-
not retransmit legal communication data to complete
legitimate authentication in the previous session. This
scheme improves the ability to effectively resist replay
attack.

6) This scheme implements application revocation func-
tion through deleting the corresponding application
records on the server-side. Even if attackers get some
secret information about the application which is suc-
cessfully revoked, they cannot also complete legal
identity authentication of server which has no corre-
sponding records. Therefore, this scheme can improve
security on the basis of revocation.
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4. Secure RFID Application Revocation Scheme

In this section, we will propose the secure RFID application
revocation scheme.

The authentication protocol of the secure RFID appli-
cation revocation scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The scheme
uses the hash function and a random number through using
a typical challenge-response mechanism. Specific steps of
the scheme are as follows:

1) Setting the initialization of RFID system.
a) i-th tag contains a pseudo-random number generator

and a Hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}L, and
stores own identity identifier IDi, the group index IDS
and the set of private key of application in the tag
(Ki,1,Ki,2, · · · ,Ki, j, · · · ,Ki,m). Pseudo-random number
generator generates a random number or timestamp re-
quired in the authentication process. {0, 1}∗ represents
a bit string which has arbitrary length. {0, 1}L repre-
sents a bit string which has L length. Ki, j is initialized
to H(IDi ⊕ ri, j). ri, j is a random number of the j-th
application in the i-th tag in the initialization phase,
j = 1, 2, · · · ,m. T is timestamp and users can use T
to set the validity period of the application in the tag.
M represents maximum number of applications which
can be integrated by i-th tag.

b) Reader in RFID system contains a pseudo-random
number generator which generates a random number
required in the authentication process.

c) Server in the RFID network holds a Hash func-
tion and databases. The database stores a group
of corresponding application records which are es-
tablished by each legitimate tag. Server firstly es-
tablish a tag record (IDS , IDi) for the i-th legiti-
mate tag, then it establishes a group of correspond-
ing application records for the m applications in the i-
th tag: ((Kold

i,1 ,K
now
i,1 ), (Kold

i,2 ,K
now
i,2 ), · · · · · · , (Kold

i,m ,K
now
i,m )).

Fig. 2 The RFID secure application revocation scheme

Kold
i, j is initialized to empty, Know

i, j is initialized to
H(IDi ⊕ ri, j).

2) Reader initiates a session request to the i-th tag in the
RFID network. The initialization process is that reader
generates authentication request q, and the pseudo-
random number generator generates first random num-
ber r1. This process initiates new session through send-
ing r1 and q to the i-th tag in the RFID network.

3) The i-th tag generates relevant certification informa-
tion.

a) Tag will generate new timestamp T after the emphi-th
tag receives authentication request q.

b) According to the identity identifier IDi, the private key
Ki, j and the first random number r1 of the tag, we
can calculate the value of the first hash authentica-
tion information: M1 = H(IDi||r1||T ), and the value-
ofthe second hash authentication information: M2 =

H(Ki, j||r1||T ),Ki, j is the private key value of the j-th ap-
plication in the i-th tag.

c) The i-th tag generates the current value of the status
flag information E, and calculates the value of XOR au-
thentication information: F = E ⊕ Ki, j, E is a status bit
string which is appointed by legitimate tag and server,
and its length is L. When E equals str1, the application
is revoked. When E equals str2, the application is only
certified.

d) i-th tag sends its own group index IDS , timestamp
T , value of first hash authentication information M1,
value of second hash authentication information M2

and value of the XOR authentication information F to
corresponding reader through RF signal.

4) After reader receives group index IDS , timestamp T ,
the value of first hash authentication information M1,
the value of second hash authentication information M2

and the value of the XOR authentication information
F, reader in the RFID network forwards these data and
r1 immediately to the appropriate server via a wired
communication network.

5) The server completes the legitimate identity authenti-
cation of the i-th tag in the RFID network.

a) Server determines the group of the tag in light of the
tag group index received in RFID network.

b) Server finds tag records to meet the requirement
H′(IDi||r1||T ||r2) = M1 in the group. If the server finds
corresponding message record, it will determine legit-
imate tag identity and obtain the tag identity identifier.
Otherwise, the server considers that the tag is illegal
and stops this session immediately.

c) In the RFID network, server finds the value of pre-
vious key Kold

i, j or the value of current keyKnow
i, j in

the tag application records in light of tag identity
identifier IDi and these values meet the requirement
H′(Ki, j||r1||T ||r2) = M2. If the server finds correspond-
ing key, the fact indicates that the tag could support
the application in the past. According to the value of
key Ki, j found and the value of the XOR authentica-
tion information F received, we can obtain the value of
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the comparable status flag information: E′ = F ⊕ Ki, j.
Otherwise, the tag cannot integrate the application, and
sever stops this session immediately.

d) Server finds whether the user sets the validity period for
an application or some applications according to times-
tamp T . If T contains the validity period, server will
store the validity period, and then compare the current
date with validity period automatically when the RFID
tag accesses server again. Otherwise, the scheme ig-
nores this step. If the application expires, the server
will remove the validity period and revoke the applica-
tion automatically in the tag. Otherwise, the server still
saves the validity period.

e) When the value of the comparable status flag informa-
tion E′ equals str1, the server deletes this application
record in the tag application records, and calculates
the value of the third Hash authentication information
M3 = H(IDi||Ki, j||r1||T ||r2)in light of the key value Ki, j

found.
f) The server sends the value of the third hash authentica-

tion information M3 to the appropriate reader in RFID
network.

6) Reader forwards the value of the third hash authentica-
tion information received M3 to the i-th tag through RF
signal.

7) The i-th tag completes legitimate identity verification
of the server in RFID network.

a) According to timestamp T generated, first random
number r1, tag identity identifier IDi and the private
key of the j-th application Ki, j, the process calculates
the value of the third comparable authentication infor-
mation M′3 = H(IDi||Ki, j||r1||T ||r2) after the i-th tag re-
ceives the value of the third authentication information.

b) When the value of the third comparable authentication
information M′3 equals M3, server is considered to have
legitimate identity. Otherwise, the process immediately
stops this session.

c) According to step 3, when the current value of the sta-
tus flag information E equals str1, the application is
successfully revoked. Otherwise, the session achieves
only the process of normal certification, but it does not
complete application revocation operation.

5. Security Proof with BAN Logic

The core security assurance of the proposed protocol is the
secure mutual authentication, which means the following se-
curity aims should be achieved:

• Security Aim 1: S ever needs to make sure the received
message (IDS ,M1,M2, r1,T, F, r2) is exactly the one
sent by Tagi. This means that we need to achieve:
S erver |≡ Tagi |∼ (IDS ,M1,M2, r1,T, F, r2) and
S erver |≡ Tagi |≡ (IDS ,M1,M2, r1,T, F, r2)

• Security Aim 2: Tagi needs to make sure the received
message M3 is exactly the one sent by S erver, which

means the following formulas need to be achieved:
Tagi |≡ S erver |∼ M3 and
Tagi |≡ S erver |≡ M3

5.1 Security Assumption

According to the given protocol, and the S erver and Reader
are connected securely, the following conditions can be
achieved.

AS 1 : S erver |≡ Server
rij

⇌ Tagi

AS 2 : Tagi |≡ Server
rij

⇌ Tagi

AS 3 : Reader =⇒ (r1)
AS 4 : Reader |≡ #(r1)
AS 5 : S erver |≡ #(r1)
AS 6 : Tagi =⇒ (r2)
AS 7 : Tagi |≡ #(r2)

5.2 Security Analysis

According to the protocol ki j = H(IDi ⊕
ri j), together with the assumptions AS 1 and

AS 2, we can deduce S erver |≡ Server
kij

⇌ Tagi and

Tagi |≡ Server
kij

⇌ Tagi. Because the in this protocol, the
S erver will receive the message (IDS ,M1,M2, r1,T, F, r2)
forwarded from the Reader, where M2 = H(ki j ∥ r1 ∥ T ∥
r2). As we have achieved ki j as a secret between S erver and
Tagi, we can take ki j as the secret key to protect messages.
So we can simply write the received message of S erver
as ⟨IDS ,M1,M2, r1,T1, F, r2⟩ki j , and we have:S erver ◁
⟨IDS ,M1,M2, r1,T1, F, r2⟩ki j . For the reason of “message-

meaning rule” of BAN: P|≡Q
Y

⇌P,P◁⟨X⟩Y
P|≡(Q|∼X) , we can deduce

S erver |≡ Tagi |∼ (IDS ,M1,M2, r1,T1, F, r2).
From the assumption AS 5 : S erver |≡ #(r1),

and the BAN rule of P|≡#(X),
P|≡#(X,Y) , we know S erver |≡

#(IDS ,M1,M2, r1,T1, F, r2). Because we have achieved
S erver |≡ Tagi |∼ (IDS ,M1,M2, r1,T1, F, r2), together
with the “nonce-verification” rule P|≡(#(X)),P|≡(Q|∼X)

P|≡(Q|≡X) , we will
achieve:
S erver |≡ Tagi |≡ (IDS ,M1,M2, r1,T, F, r2), and the first
security aim of the given protocol is achieved.

For the same reason, we can also deduce Tagi |≡
S erver |∼ M3 and Tagi |≡ S erver |≡ M3, the second of
security aim is also achieved, and the security of mutual au-
thentication of the proposed protocol has been proved.

6. Performance Analysis of the RFID Secure Applica-
tion Revocation Scheme

In this section, we will analyze the performance of the se-
cure application revocation scheme. Compared with other
schemes, the scheme is evaluated mainly from the perfor-
mance of the security and complexity.
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6.1 Security Analysis

Proposed scheme has a competence of resisting common at-
tacks effectively in RFID system and takes advantage of the
anonymity of the group to provide tag anonymity.

1) The proposed scheme can ensure the identity legiti-
macy of the tag through message M1, and then use mes-
sage M2 to authenticate application legitimacy in legit-
imate tag. Tag ensures the identity legitimacy of sever
through message M3. Therefore, the proposed scheme
uses mutual authentication way to achieve authentica-
tion between tag and server.

2) In the proposed scheme, information exchange uses
hash function to achieve encryption processing. Even
if attackers gain these data through eavesdropping or
intercepting, they cannot get any useful information.
Therefore, the scheme improves the confidentiality.

3) Each response for the challenge between tag and reader
is different, so attackers are not capable of tracking a
specific tag successfully. Furthermore, even if attack-
ers get the group index number IDS and corresponding
group, they cannot precisely find a specific tag because
of the feature of many tags in the group. This scheme
achieves the tag anonymity.

4) The attacker cannot obtain private information of le-
gitimate tag(ID,Ki, j)and the current state flag informa-
tion E which is appointed secretly by legal tag and
server. Therefore, they cannot construct correct mes-
sage M1,M2 and F to counterfeit a legitimate tag to
achieve the server legitimate authentication. Similarly
attackers cannot construct correct message M3 to coun-
terfeit a legitimate server to achieve the tag legitimate
authentication.

5) The fact that information exchange in the course of
each session are function values of r1, T and r1, T
will independently generate guarantees that the inter-
active data has no direct relation with the previous
data.The fact that each state flag information E is un-
certain makes F different in the course of each ses-
sion.Therefore, attackers cannot retransmit legal com-
munication data to complete legitimate authentication
in the previous session. This scheme improves the abil-
ity to effectively resist replay attack.

6) After every successful session, the tag and sever should
update their key and use different r1, T in each update.

7) In a normal session, if the attacker intercepts the last
message which is forwarded by the reader, the tag will
not authenticate server successfully. The fact that the
server completes update operation and the tag remains
previous state makes the tag and server lose synchro-
nization. If Ki, j is stored by Kold

i, j in the server in the
previous session, the scheme will achieve authentica-
tion between tags and sever successfully through Kold

i, j
next authentication.

8) When a single RFID tag integrates multiple applica-

tions, user no longer wants to use anapplication after a
period of time. The sever can automatically revoke the
application in the tag according to the validity period
which is set by user, and user also uses the proposed
scheme to revoke the application. Furthermore, even if
attackers get some secret information about the appli-
cation which is successfully revoked, they cannot also
complete legal identity authentication of server which
has no corresponding records. Therefore, this scheme
can improve security on the basis of revocation.

Comparison between the proposed RFID secure
scheme and other existing authentication schemes based on
Hash function in terms of security is shown in Table 1. “

√

”means satisfaction, “×” means to dissatisfy, “−” indicates
that the scheme does not relate to the problem. “# ” indi-
cates that the scheme can be used in one-application RFID
tag, but they cannot be used in multi-application RFID tag.

From Table 1, Random Hash-lock protocol and Hash-
chain protocol cannot resist counterfeiting and replay at-
tack, and cannot guarantee complete anonymity. Further-
more, Hash-chain protocol cannot completemutual authen-
tication. Although the ESLRAS protocol [20] proposed can
resist most attacks in the literature, they cannot guarantee
complete anonymity of tag. However, complete anonymity
is one of the most significant prerequisites in the communi-
cation security. RSEL protocol proposed firstly which is ap-
plication revocation scheme can be used in one-application
RFID tag, but it cannot also achieve complete anonymity.
The scheme proposed is an RFID secure application revoca-
tion scheme. It can achieve complete anonymity and facili-
tate users to use the multi-application RFID tag and revoke
some applications in the tag securely and efficiently.

6.2 Complexity Analysis

In this section, we list the comparative analysis between the
proposed scheme and the revocable RSEL protocol in terms
of performance. It is assumed firstly that information length
of each scheme is L. In light of the storage complexity, com-
putational complexity and communication complexity, we
analyze these two schemes.

1) Storage Complexity
First, it is assumed that RFID system only has a tag. To
achieve application revocation in the RSEL protocol,
the tag storage space requires 2L and the correspond-
ing server storage space needs 4L. If the users achieve
the secure revocation of m applications, the system will
add another (m-1) tags and establish the corresponding
tag records on the server-side. Therefore, the tag stor-
age space requires 2mL and the corresponding server
storage space needs 4mL.
However, if we use secure application revocation
scheme proposed, the scheme will make users use the
multi-application RFID tag and revoke some applica-
tions in the tag. The tag storage space only requires
(m+2)L and the corresponding server storage space
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Table 1 Functionality and security comparison of revocable schemes

Secure
Authentic-at
ion scheme

Mutual
Authen-
tication

Confi
denti
ality

Com-
plete

Anon-
ymity

Anti-cou-
nterfeiting

Anti-re
play

Forward
Security

Synchro
nization

Revoc
ability

Random Hash-lock protocol
[4] √ √ × × × √

- ×
Hash-chain protocol

[5] × √ × × × √ − ×
ESLRAS

[20] √ √ × √ √ √ √ ×
RSEL

[11] √ √ × √ √ √ √
#

Proposed scheme
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Table 2 Storage complexity comparison of revocable schemes

Authentication
scheme

Server-side Reader-side Tag-side

RSEL 2mL 0 4mL
Proposed
scheme

(m + 2)L 0 (2m + 2)L

needs (2m+2)L in the scheme proposed. Due to m ≥ 2,
the proposed scheme has less storage complexity, and
it can greatly save storage space with the increase num-
ber of applications in the tag. Therefore, the proposed
scheme can greatly reduce input costs. Table 2 shows
storage complexity comparison of revocable schemes.

2) Computational Complexity
To facilitate the comparison between RSEL protocol
and the proposed scheme in terms of computing com-
plexity, we use TH to be on behalf of a Hash function,
TR is on behalf of pseudo-random number or times-
tamp,

⊕
is on behalf of XOR operation. It is assumed

that each group contains p(p ≥ 1) tags in the proposed
secure scheme. The tags perform four times Hash op-
erations, a random number generation and a XOR op-
eration. The server in the corresponding group needs
firstly up to p times Hash operations to complete the tag
certification. Then the server achieves traverse comput-
ing in the m tag application records to find the appro-
priate application records. This process needs up to 2m
times Hash operations. Furthermore, the server also re-
quires a XOR operation and makes another Hash oper-
ations complete the update operation. Therefore, server
needs to perform (p + 2m + 1) times Hash operations.

From Table 3, computational complexity of the
proposed scheme on the server-side has relation with
the number of m application in each tag and the number
of p tags in the group, and then p and m can be set ac-
cording to the actual application scenario of the scheme
and the requirement for efficiency. Compared with the
RSEL protocol, in terms of computational complexity
on the tag-side, the proposed scheme only adds a Hash
operation and a XOR operation to make users use the
multi-application RFID tag and revoke some applica-
tions in the tag conveniently.

3) Communication Complexity
The proposed scheme mainly achieves application re-
vocation and is used in multi-application RFID tag.
Therefore, to make users use the multi-application

Table 3 Computational complexity comparison of revocable schemes

Authentication
scheme

Server-side Reader-side Tag-side

RSEL 3TH TR 3THTR

Proposed
scheme

(p + 2m + 1)TH ,⊕ TR 4TH , TR,⊕

Table 4 Communication complexity comparison of revocable schemes

Authentication
scheme

Number of
interactions

Total traffic

RSEL 3 6L
Proposed scheme 3 8L

RFID tag and revoke some applications in the tag con-
veniently, the proposed scheme leads to communica-
tion complexity increase.

From Table 4, the proposed revocable secure authenti-
cation scheme do not increase the number of interactions,
but the total traffic transmitted relatively increases a lit-
tlein the channel.To adapt to the new application scenarios,
the proposedscheme needs to complete more interactive au-
thentication information in the channel to lead to the total
transmitted information increase. However, in the scenario,
the scheme can bring great convenience to users, provide a
higher level of security, and expand the application scale of
the RFID systems.

A certain application can be easily revoked in our pro-
posed scheme, and it can also be a good solution to solve the
security and privacy issues of RFID. By comparing it with
the other schemes, it shows that our proposed protocol can
not only improve the function of revocation, but also has the
advantage of high level of security and high in performance.
In addition, our proposed protocol can not only be used in
the single card application, so it is a valuable job with a very
high practical.

7. Conclusions

A secure application revocation scheme in multi-application
RFID tag is proposed in this paper. The scheme
can achieve completely anonymity and facilitate users
to use the multi-application RFID tag and revoke
some applications securely and efficiently according to
the users’ actual requirements. Compared with other ex-
isting schemes, the proposed scheme provides a higher level
of security and has an advantage of performance in terms of
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complexity. Because server stores both old private key and
new private key, when session with new private key fails, the
corresponding old private key will be used, so synchroniza-
tion attack is easy to resist.Finally, the proposed scheme can
be used in multi-application RFID tag to promote the devel-
opment of the IoT.
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